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Dear Readers, 

 It is with great pleasure that I present to you; PAROUSIA Magazine's December 

issue: HEAL THE WORLD.

 A great woman once said and I quote "Settle for nothing, save excellence". And 

in this issue, we aspired for excellence and we put in our best effort, and I must say 

we came out with nothing short of excellence. 

 Over the years, PAROUSIA Magazine have had several magazine issues 

published which has blessed so many lives, and having read through the submissions 

for this HEAL THE  WORLD issue, I can assure you that there are so many gems in 

each of the poems, fiction and non-fiction pieces you will encounter in this issue that 

will bless your life. 

 'HEAL THE WORLD', the meaning behind this theme is our way of giving to the 

society, a sense of peace, inspiration, and comfort for every pain, loss and discomfort 

that followed the outbreak of the Corona virus. 

And I hope that lives are blessed, hopes are restored, and lives are changed through 

this issue. Amen. 

ABIMBOLA SARAH OLALEYE

Editor, PAROUSIA Magazine 
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Biography
Aldo is an Italian poet, born in a small town in northern Italy and raised near a lake 

that accompanied his endless afternoons of solitude populated by intermittent 

voices and cumbersome dreams.

Prone to rebellion, he used his tongue as a pair of scissors to carve out a corner of 

the universe in which he could live and he soon became renowned for poetry: he 

came across it at conferences he sneaked into in Cambridge and at the Husky races 

that he loved watching at night during his stay in Austria.

Disobedient and allergic to labels, he decided to live in London, where he attended 

the music critic course and thanks to which he now works as an aspiring music critic 

for the international magazine, Peek a boo. After several publications in Italy, which 

were written up in numerous poetry competitions, he decided to write a book that 

collects all his poems written in English.

This was how his first anthology, Japanese Tosa, came about, a sinister journey into 

human emotions that escapes the definitions of everyday life and climbs in a timid 

attempt to reaffirm the universality of every anger and acrimony and the 

sacredness of each time we fall in love.

ALDO QUAGLIOTTI
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As light filtered through the crack 

Our faces densely packed 

With ragged-looking petals

Were similar to a burgundy variety of sunset

We were tangling our majestic spires

Hands floating like flies 

Falling like spiders along our arms

A new day was starting,

We were recovering

From the night in quarantine

Debating what season would come next

Right inside our room

A sweaty summer of enveloped bodies

Or a myriad of autumny impervious clouds

Your heavenly fragrance

Could wake up your own dormancy 

That feathery smile I hold

Mirrors your eyebrows, so upward-looking

I decided that your wisdom, O God 

Would suit spring better

Your heavenly fragrance

Could wake up my  own dormancy 

That feathery smile I hold

Mirrors your eyebrows, so upward-looking

So I covered you with gratitude

To replenish my rebirth

You velvety splendor

Draping symmetry

O Hope
Aldo Quagliotti
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Biography
Roberta is a poet and she lives in Ashland, Ohio, United States.

ROBERTA MONOKROUSSUS



The babbling brook grows silent before the still waters

Joining forces reports exchanged about upriver quarters

The redwood forest's shafts of light through the sacred steeple

The sound of silence the soul soaring to galaxies beyond gospel

The silvery sequined sleeve of the sophisticated gown

Worn at the ballroom dances, governor's balls, senior proms

The sparkling stream sidling down the steep mountain crown

Picnic baskets, bread cheese and fine wines, hiking with aplomb

People talking without listening to the sounds of silence

People coming to conclusions without thinking expired license

The leaves whisper the sounds of transience midst the permanence

Of old oak trees with the circles of the trunk marking their age

Man's wrinkles delineate the years spent in the life of the sage

The moon and the sun rise and set tides ebb and flow

Ccrops are planted and harvested reaping the consequences we sow

Groceries and goods journey down the river by barge and tow

What do the waters and the land say as they gurgle and slide

Geysers unveiled waters well up mountains erupt land subsides

Abundance of gifts to share limitless air everywhere

Be a steward my brother my sister with deeds of care

A gardener of the earth to find the flowering mirth

A hunter of ideas and ideals of the globe's wide girth

All neighbors under the sun singing dancing having fun

All neighbors unbound soft spoken freedom run acting as one
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If Silence Could Speak
Roberta Monokroussus
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Biography
Momoh Emmanuel is a blooming poet and writer. He hails from Edo state in the 

Southern part of Nigeria. 

He stumbled on his passion for writing in 2018 and since has tons of poems to his 

credit. He goes by the pen name - “De Thriving Poet”. 

He enjoys learning French language, listening to gospel music and reading fictional 

and adventurous books for leisure.

EMMANUEL MOMOH



To the ones whose eyes have seen gory days

And those whose hope went up in flames

There's a panacea to every hurt, every pain

Come all ye, let this name be your shade

.

To the ones who've had their backs to the wall

And those the locusts devoured their crops

Don't just sit and mourn and count your loss

Rise up, look yonder, find solace in the cross

.

I know your essence have been smeared with poignant pains

& life has gifted you moonless nights, cloudy days

Rejoice o brother, the sun will rise again

And those dead bones will surely live again

.

Come all ye, out of your grieving nest

Cast all your cares into this ancient basket

For he waits, & he craves to dry your tears

To be your Savior & your lover & your one true friend

.

Come, all ye broken, battered & bereft

Though cast down, you're not destroyed yet

Come to the King, who died, rose & now forever rules

He'll heal your wounds, and make your ashes beautiful.
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Come All Ye
Emmanuel Momoh



To the lucky living witnesses

Who mourned with earth during her malady

Those dreary days and moonless nights

To the ones who still survived

To the lads who've aborted their dreams

And the men who already scrawled their wills

Who already prepared to die

But luckily jumped the line

I'm not gonna ask you how you felt

Having pain and fear as kingsmen

Nor ask how many you've got left

Cos those memoirs come with tears

There's life again in our mother's pulse

So let's come out of our grieving huts

Let's start from where the virus left us

There's a glimmer in the dust

Let's come with all the lessons learnt

As we learn to live Our lives afresh

Come near and let us ask ourselves

Where next to go from here.
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To the ones who Survived
Emmanuel Momoh



Tonight,
Let us place warm palms on our brother's shoulders
Let's tell him "we're in this together"
Let's not just be our brother's keeper
But His healer, and the reason he's still plunging further.

Tonight,
Let us hide our pain in our tears
And cry them out as a mighty rain.,
Let us set that rain on fire with burning zeal and relentless resilience
And then retreat to watch it flow under the bridge into the sea.

Tonight,
Let positivity shield our broken hearts,
So optimism grafts every piece together..
Let's give sorrow and sadness eviction letters
And call the idle moon to witness this final funeral
Of how we'd bury our fears n worries six feet under.

Before the morning dawns.,
Let us tiptoe to the hut were peace and happiness do hide
Let's wear hope as glasses so that;
Rather than dark clouds, we'd only see the silver lining

Let us hurry,
Now that the sun is still snoring
Lest he wakes up and meet us unready,
For tommorow is pregnant with the unknown
And laden witj stories yet untold.

Let us do these
For tomorrow, we'll all gather to harvest..
The seeds we planted this night

And tommorow,
When every man wears shoes of different sizes,
Let us remember that we sowed different seeds yesternight. 
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Optimism
Emmanuel Momoh



Stop, think, Ponder

Pause, look, Ponder deeper!

Stop my Friend, Pause my beloved brother Come. let us ponder this matter 

together...

Come. Let's look yonder, n beckon for answers

Or doesn't it seem a bit abnormal

How you must now greet your mother from a distance?

.

Stop, think., Reason

Pause, see., Reason deeply!

Stop my friend, reason fellow earthling.

Come. Let's seek through bended knees

Come. Let's put aside our differences

Can't you see, our world's now crumbling to bits and pieces

Or do you still dine and merry

While corpses litter our streets in piles and heaps?

.

Stop, think, ponder and pray!

Pause, kneel, seek the Alpha's face

Brother, stranger., Let's weep a sea for the Ancient of Days

How come you still loiter and play

When you must now wear a mask on our frightened face?

Let's beg Him for a pill that'd ease this pain

Let's beg Him for a wind to douse this flame

For no one will be saved except He shortens these Days.
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Stop,Think,Ponder
Emmanuel Momoh
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Biography
Ololade Edun is a contemporary Nigerian creative and a graduating student of 

Microbiology, from the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. 

His works have featured and forthcoming in anthologies and blogs amongst others. 

He has interests in the areas of Medicine, Literature, Sciences, and Leadership. 

He is a Parliamentarian, an Author, a finalist with the Tobi Coker Writing 

Competition and a former Editor-in-Chief of NAMS OAU. When he is not writing 

from his little cottage in Ile-Ife, Ololade is either in the laboratory culturing 

microbes or drowning in Indian/Pakistani playback songs.

OLOLADE EDUN



To heal is to let go of your broken past, 

Retold sins and the will to forgo those ills,

Creating a new human from the ruins of old souls,

A new you baptized with abundant Grace.

To heal is to merge your present with God,

Confess old sins and drink from his cup of grace,

Bathe your soul with his words until they stick,

A memento – that his grace lasts forever.

To heal is to create a world on planet Earth,

Living in the throes of good and evil,

To agree that there is a superior being,

One who weaves and clothes all He created.

I write this piece to a condemned soul,

A human with spots like the leopard,

To myself who truly needs this,

To me who truly must find healing.
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What defines Healing
Ololade Edun
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Biography
Kwaghkule Aondonengen Jacob is an awarded Nigerian poet who is popularly 

known by his pen name "Mr Kvip". His poetic pieces appeared at Praxis Magazine, 

Indian Periodical, The Best of Africa Magazine and forthcoming on TLOP 

anthologies including elsewhere.

He is currently a penultimate student of English and Literary Studies at Federal 

University, Wukari, Taraba State, Nigeria.

KWAGHKULE JACOB



Our hopes have flown

And our dreams drowned

In the shattered streams

Of anxiety and perplexity

Shadowed by dreariness.

Die not the smearing sun

For thy creatures need it.

Die not the scorching sun

For the whole world weeps

For the coldness of the dawn.

Our sight is blurred,

But the thundering voice

Of a blissful son

Shall change the shrieky tune

Of wails; Christ is the healing.
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Sunless Days
Kwaghkule Jacob



The world is at war;

Fighting an invisible rival

Whose fame of victory

Spreads like a wildfire

Circulating flames of furies

Into the burning minds of men.

Bring not bow and arrows

For the enemy's shell is sturdy,

Stronger than that of a coconut.

Bring not spears,

For it only ignites anger

As a gun only steams in vain.

The human race

Needs to pray for the grace

To run this race of plague

Like a perfect runner

In order to win this war

Masterminded by a monster.

Let's now wrestle with words

Against this spiking virus

For by the Son's name

Every kneel shall bow and

Every tongue be twisted to confess;

Indeed, Jesus will win this war again.
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War without Weapons
Kwaghkule Jacob



The society is sick

Of a forceful invader

That frowns at all kind;

Both Kings and Queens,

Young and old

And silent their souls.

O gracious God from above

In whom we look to live

Our feeble efforts are in vain

Nurse and nurture us with Jesus

In whose strength we strive to stay

And let us never to stray from you.
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Healing Herbs
Kwaghkule Jacob
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Biography
Anayo Valentine Dioha (writing professionally under the preferred pseudonym, 

Lord D'Rich), was born in Kaduna, Nigeria on 4th October, 1989. He hails from Ihiala, 

Anambra State, Nigeria.

His parents are both Igbos and retirees. His father worked as a banker while his 

mother, as a teacher. He is the first of five children with two brothers and two 

sisters. He had all his formal education except Masters' in Ihiala.

He is a  legal practitioner presently residing in Awka Nigeria, from where he writes. 

ANAYO VALENTINE DIOHA



Woe bring’st thou and woe thee betide.

For all that sorrow to thee are tied.

And for fatalities by yours upon our comrades;

First the SARS, then MERS; all in raids,

Usurping our dominance over lower beings,

From bats and cats to donkeys and dogs, like outlawed kings.

Perhaps these, for transgressions by our kind,

Perpetrated against the will of a mega mind;

And thou, the vindication of cautions clearly laid.

Only though such a warning, only subtly said.

Now we cast thee; from us be gone! 

With thy mantra at present we’re done.

Flee from ours for thy case now clear,

And we are bound to put you at rear.

Know thee then, our great resolve:

The dominance we bear’s from high above.

Written:  February 27, 2020.
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The Epidemic
(New Corona)

Anayo Valentine Dioha



In you we trust, 

Great Ghost of might.

In you we bestow

Our essence of being from below. 

You bestowed on us dominion 

Over all through you

And though we falter and fumble,

You come through in due

To redeem and restore. 

Again like in times long gone, 

We're bitterly bound to beckon,

With heavy hearts and solemn souls, 

On your saving grace ever assured. 

For the world under our care,

Is made to make many a foe.

And presently doomed to woe

By the present pestilence ravaging

And by our ill will we fear,

We must turn to thee to make it go. 

We turn to thee faithful father,

To make us wiser, stronger, better; 

Once more to heal the world, 

Through the lamb, saviour of the world 

And redeemer of all men. 

Written: August 17, 2020.
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In You
Anayo Valentine Dioha
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Biography
Chandra Gurung is a Bahrain-based Nepali poet.  He has an anthology of poetry to 

his credit that was published in 2007. 

He has passion for translations as well and have translated many of the Hindi, 

English and Arabic poets in Nepali. His second poetry collection titled “My Father’s 

Face” is coming from Rubric Publishing, New Delhi. 

His works (poems and articles) have found space in many online and print 

magazines including “More of my beautiful Bahrain”, “Snow Jewel” (USA), 

“Collection  of Poetry and Prose” complied by Robin Barratt (UK), 

“Warscapes.com”.

 

He has attended the First Dhaka Translation Festival - 2018 in Dhaka, the capital of 

Bangladesh. 

CHANDRA GURUNG



Hoard in heart holding the ears of this storm

That, like a tormenter, entered the garden

To rob it of its beauty

Some bright day

We can talk about this dark time.

Don't allow an easy fall

To the tears falling from your eyes

Let some dust of rage rise from the floor

Where the drops fall

Let dissatisfaction take a few steps

Let some hands rise in dissent.

My friend, adorn in the canvas of your heart

The beautiful image of a smile 

That drifted to the fringe of a cheek.

In the sky of time, some day-

This bird of smile can flap its wings of desire

And take a flight of freedom.

Instill new breaths into the songs

Those declared dead while singing the melodies of life 

Erect anew the dream castles left devastated 

Allow the trees to repose; it is tired of combating storms

Do not stop the sun atop a hill

Tomorrow a new morn can be ushered in again 
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This Evening
Chandra Gurung



Feet returning from distant trips

Are stepping into the homesteads to ward off their fatigue 

The birds moving towards their nests

Shall touch a new horizon again

At weary hours of life

We can hold a dialogue with this darkness

Hanging tube light from the lamppost of our hearts. 

This evening

Count joys, big and small; add and subtract them

Calculate your joys and sorrows

Let currents of hope emanate, brushing aside the bruises of life

Let a seedling of courage germinate

A wave of excitement ripple

….this is how one should be living

To make us wiser, stronger, better; 

Once more to heal the world, 

Through the lamb, saviour of the world 

And redeemer of all men. 

Written: August 17, 2020.
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The poet was working on a new poem.

In it,

There was the sky

The rain

The flowers

The butterflies

The clouds

And many others.

To the rain that breaks down

Every now and then

The poet showed the seamless firmament

At which the rain started crooning a sweet song

In an enrapturing voice.

The poet relayed the drizzling song of the rain

To the despondent flowers;

The flowers started swaying gaily.

The poet borrowed colors from the flowers

And sprinkled them all over a butterfly;

The butterfly started fluttering all around

In its spry flight

The poet filled the clouds

With the tantalizing flutter of the butterflies;

The clouds set out on a free flight
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Poets and Poetry
Chandra Gurung



The poet hung the dappled clouds

Down the roof of the sky;

The sky looked spectacular

Thus, the poet has joined

The sky and the rain

The rain and the flowers

The flowers and the butterfly

The butterfly and the clouds

And the clouds and the sky

In the same way 

The poet permeated love among many. 

To make us wiser, stronger, better; 

Once more to heal the world, 

Through the lamb, saviour of the world 

And redeemer of all men. 

Written: August 17, 2020.
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And thus

A terrible war started.

A tender hope that had just started toddling was killed

Many youthful aspirations were trampled and wiped out

Old faiths crumbled and died

But nothing changed.

In fact, nothing changed

The prickly plants of jealousy and hatred continued to sprout

The high walls of discrimination continued to loom

The disgraceful sword continued to glisten

As enmity shamelessly grinned from a cavern in the heart

One day

She came...

New buds sprouted in desolate hearts

Kites of excitement flew in the disrupted sky again

The light of faith spread

All around

And life smiled once again.
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Peace
Chandra Gurung
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Biography
Aundrea Temple, originally from Washington State and stationed at Travis AFB in 

California. 

She is  a Registered Nurse in the Air Force and currently on a COVID-19 relief 

deployment helping out the hospitals that are struggling to keep up with the 

massive patient loads due to the virus. 

This poem comes from the COVID-19 night shift unit at Dameron Hospital in 

Stockton, CA. Based on true events. 

AUNDREA TEMPLE



COVID-19

Written by: Aundrea Temple 

The night was a blur 

But I remember her 

She was 77 years too young 

Fighting hard not to seize

But the problem for me 

Was her lungs could simply not breathe 

Gasping for air 

I couldn't help but care 

And kept running in by her side 

Each time she's in danger 

As she'd see a stranger

Memory slipping away by the hour 

One visit things changed

Her thought rearranged 

And clouded grey eyes locked with mine 

One blink and the fog 

Finally vanished, unclogged 

She peered at me slowly and said,

"My husband, my son 

You must call them now, hun"

These two souls once forgotten now found 

I grasped a frail hand 

Answered, "Sounds like a plan"
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Covid - 19
Aundrea Temple



As a tear left her eye

She started to cry

Making breathing much harder to do 

But she managed to say

In a soft spoken way

"I love them and need them to know"

Her thumb starts to stroke 

My gloved hand and I broke 

Because when turning to pass off the phone 

I lost my dear lady 

Her eyes turned back shady 

No longer in touch with this world 

Her stare became blank 

And my heart quickly sank 

She was with me mere seconds ago 

Now she asks who I am 

All I can think is "God Damn" 

For now she thinks she's all alone 

I pat her hand lightly 

Reintroduce myself slightly 

And start to make way for the door 

But the problem you see

Is now two people can't breathe 

The sick lady with COVID

And me 
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Can feel the new day breeze.

Refreshing the feeling in the skin.

Lets a person know yesterday

is a day gone by.

Now is a time for new hope. 

The time for the beauty to take over

is coming like a gentle storm,

clearing the violent dark sky.

We are all feeling the tension

of the unprecedented events

surrounding us. 

It is not forever.

Together we can change,

holding hands with unconditional love.

Anger disappearing in a mist. 

The air is fresh and clear,

chorus of joyous voices together,

singing, sharing

in this time for a new hope. 

July 11, 2020

Andrew Scott – Just a Maritime Boy 2020
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Time for New Hope
Andrew Scott
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Biography
Guna Moran is an assamese poet and critic. His poems are being published in 

various international magazines, journals, webzines and anthologies. 

He lives in Assam, India.

GUNA MORAN



Physically I am here

My mind lie there

At my favourite place

Where I spent hours in different discussions

As I was thinking this and that sitting at home

The discussions come fleeting to my mind

The faces of my friends wafts in one by one

I engage in adda with my friends through aerial connections

As I spend my time thus

I am being encompassed by a nameless silence

The communications have reduced in an unknown reason

It's like a passersby taking rest beside the road putting down ones load

We are also taking rest after the rat-race so long

I leave it to time 

Whether the name of this rest is motion or end 

But after this rest

I would never go to my dear place of yonder

Would not make friends with the elements related to the place

The things that silence has whispered in my ears

I cannot express anyone

That teachings that knowledge

Cannot even explain anyone
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Lockdown 2
Guna Moran
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Biography
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YI JUNG CHEN



Lockdown does not mean house-arrest

Lockdown does not mean incarcerated for life

It is just a rediscovery of life's lessons

With this lesson 

Discovering new path and drama

Would certainly make life artful

Wearing a hibiscus flower behind your right ear,

we used to drink Echinacea tea together.

Covid-19, a surged wave hit us, unexpectedly,

your eyes constantly show uneasiness and concerns.

People all restricted in their houses,

craving for a sniff of fresh air,

doctors and apothecaries worked day and night in concert,

sheds a ray of hope on the development of alexipharmic.

Holding hands tightly and pray for the mercy of God,

helps us back to normal life and heals people's bleeding heart.

The battle is still on,

through chanting scriptures, 

we render the courage of standing steadfast,

into the mettle and vitality to the maximum amount.

Blessings and bliss will come our way, if we persist.
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Our father who art in Heaven, our perfect healer and protector,

A nightmare has incarnated in our homestead

Forming rebellion to crush us all after the dreadful Spanish flu

That dealt with our forefathers. We wept. Wept.. Wept... and wept….

For our hearts have been wounded and broken by the monster 

From the city of Wuhan in many ways that we cannot count.

The virus has crippled our ways of life 

And this is how we count our dirge that laugh at us;

If you have lost a father, she has lost a job,

If you have lost a sister, he has lost a brother,

If you have lost an uncle, she has lost an aunt,

If you have lost a father, she has lost a mother.

Lost lost lost lost

Lost lost lost lost lost

Lost lost lost lost lost lost

Lost lost lost lost lost lost lost

Lost lost lost lost lost lost lost lost

All to the sting of covid 19.
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Men are dying, women are weeping

Children are starving, the world is crumbling

“Lost” now adorn our lips with songs of sorrow

But at the mention of these great names;

“The rock of ages”,

“The I am that I am”,

”The mighty one”, 

“The great in Battle”, and 

“The Ancient of days”.

Our hearts resurrect to life with hope for a better tomorrow 

For “Him” alone can heal us of our broken hearts with tenfold 

As he had proclaimed to us in Psalm 147:3.
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Go to Him in supplication 

For He is there to heal

Your broken spirit,

Flung yourselves to Him

And he will heal you as promised,

Count not your broken dreams

For he knows your struggles and troubles,

Don’t pound his doing in the mortar-of-mumble

But kneel and praise his luscious name for healing

Each time your heart creeps into weariness  

Or Into the thick forest of lost-thought

Give him a call and he will heal you by his grace.

For He said in his holy book

That all the people who are called by his name 

If they humble themselves and pray

He will hear from heaven and heal their land

For that all hope is not lost.
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The world is mad

The world power is confused

Urban and primitive cities deserted.

Just one plague

And the world stood still, 

The world government is humbled

Everyone is scampering for safety.

Just one plague

And the world economy

shut down,

Schools shut down

Offices and streets deserted.

Just one plague

Mecca sent back worshippers

Jerusalem turned back their tourists

And Vatican city closed down.

Just one plague

Churches are weeping 

Mosques deserted, 

All sports postponed

Clubs are sealed.

Just one plague

And the entertainment industry

is groaning mournfully.
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Before the plague

There were nations threatening nations for war, 

There were countries bullying countries.

There was war in Syria

There was revolt in Iran

There was crisis in Turkey

There were protests and political unrest.

But the plague surfaces

And quieted everything, 

Wars ceased for the plague

Unrest stopped for the plague, 

Olympic games shutdown for the plague.

Just one plague

Everybody ran into their houses

Everyone is hiding away from the plague.

The plague is a call for repentance 

To all and sundry, 

Yaweh is faithful and merciful 

To the penitent souls. 

To the broken hearted 

Weep not, 

To the hopeless be hopeful 

Joy cometh in the morning. 

Restoration will definitely come 

At the end of the tunnel, 

Be hopeful and thankful 

That you were not consumed. 

This, a warning signal

To the world, 

To pervert from their wicked ways

And return to Yahweh.
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At a time like this

When the world is in despair

Daily dormented by the plague

We are now strangers in our homes.

Locked down by the fear

of the plague,

Hunger slaps our faces,

Hopes and aspirations mock us.

The government is faithfully

looting the treasury,

While the masses sit at home

Hopeless, but hopeful in prayers.

Many a worker sacked

Deprived of means of livelihood

Like a fish deprived of water,

Frustration and depression set in.

The news of palliative

Came calling,

Heard on mass media

But never seen.
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Wazobia, hell on earth

Where leaders are saintly looters

Who did this to us?

Hearts are weeping in penury.

Yaweh is merciful

To all faithful sinners,

Who sit on our inheritence

The luciferan cabals.

Chineke will restore

All the broken hearted,

And shelter the homeless

The hopeless will be hopeful.

There is hope,

At the end of the tunnel

God will judge,

The living and the dead.
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We are souls of broken limps that seize to wave sin a good bye 

And everyday we live on sweet memories of hell in black present 

And Life continues in dinner hours with daggered smiles

For in war room within our heart-

We carries pains and different scars 

We are house made of different diamond 

But now we sing in cage and wail till late 

And our lamentation is another book that is yet to be written 

Maybe we are the stamp of our fate 

But our flesh,another down 

But today we write from the strength of "Mathew 7vs7"

We present the template of world healing 

Like a palace of firmament we want the mother Earth again

And also like an abode of many rainbows

Like the oasis of beautiful tales-

World seek the path 

And like the angels realm of tranquility

Our satellite knock for the land

For we want to wave bye to black memories and dark moment.
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HEAL THE WORLD

All nations gather together

Even across the border

To praise it's achievement to earth the holy mother

We share our abundant wealth with one another

We call ourselves brothers

But inner us we are in pain

We are bounded in chains

We cry out our veins

All day we wail

What a sorrowful tale

Should we talk about famine

Or war that makes our head spin

We knew none of us would win

We are just empty as a tin

Because of our various sins

Heal the world

Christ we need your help with your precious blood

Move us away from the mud

Heal the land from famine with the rod
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Grant peace to the nations

Heal all creations

And stop the interruptions

Make us see your true vision

Help our dying soul

Lead us not into the burning coals

Save us from the devil our foe

Make holy hands and toe

Help us as we take a bow

Fill us with the bowl of fire

Let come in one accord and desire

Make our love never retire

We don't care to be a martyr

Arise ye salt of the world

The land is rotting

It needs some seasoning

Heal the world

We are the world
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Heal The World

It's filled with blood

It's soaked with blood

Not of animals

But of the innocent souls slain with our hands

There's a downpour on us

Not of the rain

But of the pain

On our shoulders

They swallowed the money

Promising to give us honey

We stretched forth our hands

But there's no manna

She said nay!

You said yea!

You made her your prey

Now she's in pain

Our world has been shredded into pieces

We've known no peace

And like a woman in travail

We wonder when we will prevail
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Like a colourful flower

We're different but unique

Yet our world is devoid of colour

And painted with black

Canaan land has opened its arms

Who will show us the way?

Who will shine on us the light?

Who will heal the world?

Suture your hands to mine

Let's fight this war together

Engraft our hearts

And together we'll conquer.
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NDABA SIBANDA



Her efforts to hold back, to hold herself back

Against hurtling and hurting herself helplessly 

With a hungry, tiny child strapped to her back 

Are a betrayal, as she bursts into tears and fury

Her hiding husband betrayed her, battered her

She is on the brink of soundness, she is shaky  

Hoping to ward off hunger and helplessness

Famine weighs on her fragile body, her mind  

As she takes precarious steps that are oblivious

To the world of lockdowns and social distancing 

She is dead, deaf, defenseless against a new reality 

Ushered in by an eerie, unseen virus, she wobbles on       
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Let laughter, love, sympathy and hope glow and grow

in the garden of humanity even if, at times,

the rain is scant.  

To dwell on matters that humanity can solve, 

is to say positivity you are nobler than negativity. 

Self-distancing rules and stay-at-home guidelines

do not imply that people are now islands on their own. 

To the contrary, these reinforce unity of humanity

against a common viral invisibility. 

Knowledge is to possession 

what wisdom is to practicality. 

Diversification is a creative way

of staying on top of one's game. 

Humility sometimes swaps seats with obscurity.

Scientists discover solutions in anonymity. 

  

Pandemic or endemic, humanity must adjust

and learn to deal with the coronavirus. 

People will recover, the economies will recover, 

not matter what time it could take.

A virtual world could be a strange jungle,

but you had better get lost racing into it 

rather than running away from its networks.
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The new is odd, the normal is abnormal,

The trick is to seek ways of coping with as

it is a new reality.

Our senses can be viewed as our natural thermometers, 

stethoscopes and telescopes.  

Our consciences and experiences constitute our human

thermostats, barometers and maps.   

The coronavirus pandemic has brought with it

new settings to the global landscape, 

resetting and reinventing is the motto.   
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why they live in water

it`s a mystery, in a river

they possibly tuck into it--

seaweed, and swim ashore

they also diet on fish, crabs, 

clams ,shrimp, oysters , lobsters

my dear friend fell in love 

with one of them, his beauty!

a faraway river is their rendezvous 

he confesses she`s romantic and fun!

though these days the two lovely lovebirds 

barely hang-out owing to self-distancing!  

I think she is human, after all

except that she has the tail of a fish

and no wonder she pees and poops

from her belly button, so says my chum!    
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Scientists around the world are working

Tirelessly on potential vaccines and treatments

Yes, the race is on to find medicines and vaccines   

Preventive measures are crucial and must be adhered to

Reliance on social distancing, contact tracing, self-isolation   

No vaccine for the COVID-19 pandemic has been developed 

And approved, on the other hand clinical trials are underway  

The disease`s damage must be lessened, there must be a game  

Changer: can existing antivirals work? What about the new drugs? 

Drugs to treat people with the pandemic or to prevent infection?

Specialists say antivirals are likely to be developed and approved

Before a vaccine, which historically and typically takes a longer time  
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A planet

caught up 

in anxiety,

a myriad, a cloud

of uncertainties  

a globe 

caught up

in the vortex

of a spiteful virus 

calls for clear heads

that don`t freak out

but stay calm, cool 

enough to respond

to all possible preventive

measures and guidelines 

A world 

hard-pressed to find

a person who is unaffected

must restrict the spread

of a virus whose trail

is a hurt body, a loss 

or a hurt health system

or a hurt economy 

and a hurt humanity

The infected are to seek 

medical attention pronto,  

all persons are affected,

all to refrain from feeding

the chaos or anxiety 

for there is life, a lesson

after the frenzied storm

as the health heroes 

fight and sacrifice 

with a bravery 

that seeks to save

lives even in the core

of a breaking point
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A turbulent time

calls for unity, 

for the melting

of hearts,

there has to

be a merger 

of purpose

for the sake

of humanity

    

Here is a hard-hit

earth that has to fight

the virus from various

angles but with a singularity 

of purpose that knows no walls

of bias and ego but gates

of lenience

and alliance   

For the frontline

healthcare workers--

the planet salutes them—

they can't be thanked, 

appreciated enough--- 

whether the cases 

spike or decline 

for their valor, verve,

love and selflessness.
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 If anyone told me that I'll lose a loved one to viruses which I've been studying in the 

university, I'll call it the biggest lie of the century. I will gather strength to discredit such 

person and maybe dissociate from such Harbinger of Death. But here it is, 33 days later and 

I still hope, pray fervently that all and everything of these past months should be a dream, 

one I will wake up from and regard as devil's antics to destroy me.

 My name is Ololade Edun and this is not your usual story. I pray you find solace and 

the peace of mind COVID took from me while reading this. I am your average student, my 

dream was to graduate and land myself a job in a Microbiology firm – Cocacola, Promasidor, 

GlaxoSmitheKline, just name it. Yet in just a few months to my graduation, this virus took 

the one dearest to me - my Mother.

 Mààmí was the kindest woman I know; she was an easy-going person, on Sundays 

she'd gather her kids and grandchildren and neighbour's wards to tell the evening stories – 

A mixture of African tales, unheard fables and morals.

 Everyone in Ijà Balogun loved Mààmí, yet when she felt sick we assumed it was the 

general hassles of the market taking its tolls. Mààmí agreed to stay at home for a few days 

but what started as a mild cough graduated to angina hence aggravating her cardiovascular 

disease. 

 I remember her last days on earth like it was yesterday, even on her sickbed Mààmí 

forbade us from crying, she told us she would be fine, that it was just a phase – a phase she 

never recovered from. Mààmí never lost her smile even on her deathbed, she was proud 

of the life she lived, Mààmí knew she won't be remembered for ills or when telling the tales 

of those who lived a woeful life.
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 We were not allowed visitation in the isolation centre until the day she drew her last 

breath. My sister and I made the premises of Yaba our second home watching the officials 

in their white protective bags ferry patients into the buildings on stretchers and hours later 

a body in a black bag come out. It was like the angels forgot that a planet called Earth 

existed, families curl and hug each other daily in this place – some wear a smile like a new 

perfume as their family member tested negative and is released to go home, others like us 

had no better consolation news, Coronavirus complicated Mààmí's condition, she stopped 

fighting for her life late on a Friday evening. 

 The doctor on duty said Mààmí rejected to be placed on a ventilator on her last days, 

I was angry with her for not considering our feelings, Mààmí was too obstinate to the extent 

of refusing doctor's order, I wanted to blame her for giving up so quickly. 

 Five days later when her body was released to us, an old nurse walked up to us, she 

said Mààmí firmly suggested that her own assigned ventilator be given to a baby – a 

premature newborn who came a few weeks earlier than the due date.

 “Your Mother gladly sacrificed her health for a baby,” the Old Nurse said, “We don't 

see people of such trait often in this place, she wanted me to tell you that she is proud of 

the young, morally upright teenagers you both have become.” The Nurse recounted while 

patting my back gently. I let those tears drop freely as I held tightly to my sister – more like 

if I lessen my grip, she'd slip away from me just like Mààmí did.

 If I learnt anything from this COVID-19 pandemic, it is to appreciate every second I 

have and those I share it with. That no one can guarantee the next moments. 

 I miss Maami hence I pray to God to heal the world.
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 The Universal creator took a paint brush and flicked it across the world. It 

landed where it did. The people didn’t see it coming, even though it was quite a bright 

white, it wasn’t until it landed on the skin that it came into awareness. Still many just 

looked at the afflicted and decided, while it’s not me, I will not bother. The word on 

the street was, it’s those people over there, it’s how they live, it’s what they eat, it’s 

their fault. It’s their governments fault, it’s their religion, it’s not me or mine.

 Wash your hands, spray enough bleach to poison, wear gloves, no don’t wear 

gloves, wear a mask, no maybe, okay. Social distance, 6 feet, no ten, no just stand on 

the marker. Stay home, no don’t, help the weak, no sacrifice them. Do as you are told, 

no protest the guidelines from the advisors. 

 It;s a pandemic some said, we must shut down and protect the citizens. That’s 

unheard of, it’s an election year, we can’t close down the economy. Our values are 

livelihood. The harder you work the more you can have, isn’t it?  Well at least for 

some and then there is our billion-dollar industries that filter down to the small man, 

he has to make his nine dollars an hour, or is it six? What about my investments, my 

retirement? How do I support my several mansions, my jet, and my image? 

Remember my values, sacrifice the weak, not the privileged. 

 Our hospitals won’t cope. They are not prepared for the uninsured masses that 

will get sick. Leading the world, is our place, this country is great, I am great, but look 
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 Other countries that’s not us. Nothing touches us, not the entitled. We will be 

okay. Won’t we? We are free, it says so in our Constitution.

 The Universal Creator heard the arguments from angels he sent to listen. The 

angels reminded Him, giving the biblical law to humans was a mistake. But The 

Creator was listening, compassionate, slow to anger, quick to forgive. A creator who 

knew what was needed. A creator who had sent the cure before the plague. The 

Universal Creator flicked the brush again and the paint landed on world leaders, 

movie stars, rich folk were afflicted. It spread through communities at an alarming 

rate. 

 People died. Until everyone was touched by the inevitability, of a plague that 

treated the  world and all its inhabitants as equal. Funerals were attended by one or 

two. People were grieving alone. Every breath taken was conscious as every breath 

taken was a risk of breathing in this strange plague. 

 Schools closed, businesses shut their doors, people were commanded to stay 

in place. But they didn’t, because the laws don’t apply to entitled people. Never have. 

Until the sickness whooshed through communities like something was blowing it into 

the mouths of babes. Young, old, unhealthy, healthy, rich, poor, black, white, or 

striped, it was out there. 

 The dying looked into the eyes of the underpaid, hospital staff, said their last 

good-byes on the telephone and died alone. The hospital staff, undervalued, 

absorbed this grief but went on tirelessly. Working, at an hourly rate, sometimes, 

equal to what the victims spent on daily breakfasts, double choc, low fat, decaf Lattes 

in swish coffee shops. Food was delivered by the low-income earners, risking their 

safety. But a five-dollar tip was added to the order, giving meaning to danger money.



 When the deceased were laid to rest, they all went into the ground. No one 

cared whether the water filled plastic bags, enhancing boobs or butt went with 

them. No one cared whether a face full of botox belied their chronological age. They 

took none of their worldly goods with them. They were not serenaded, no long 

speeches, no one was there. The body loaned to them in this life had organs that 

packed it in, in the end. Rich and poor alike. 

 The entitled didn’t reflect, they protested their freedom to move about and 

return their kids to school and to go back to work. Work to live, not live to work. The 

great nation, the greatest in the world was coming to a standstill. The culture of 

entitlement was not working. Other countries controlled the spread. Punishing 

those who endangered others. But the great leader, of the greatest country on 

earth, just said, it’s an election year, it’s not my fault, thank me, let me set the 

example as he stood next to people, refused to wear a mask and said protest the 

restrictions.  

 The casualties grew in number, people were afraid, locked up in their homes in 

a country known for its freedom, to carry guns, to openly speak what was on one’s 

mind, to earn huge sums of money or tiny sums depending on…well themselves. 

Anyone can be the President of this fine land. Just work hard. And so, the hospital 

staff did work hard, and the delivery people, the shelf stackers, the policeman, the 

fireman all essential services worked double shifts sometimes. 

 The population were hungry because the culture valued each man to his own 

means. Universal education was bad enough, government involvement should be 

minimal. But it was not now. 
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 Now the leaders were required to tell the masses what to do. Required to pour 

money into a flagging economy. Everyone’s freedom, everyone’s livelihood, 

everyone’s health, was threatened. 

 Things were not good. Entitlement was being threatened. Empathy was the 

new value, but it was not a commodity to be traded. It was the cure to the plague. 

When people half covered in the paint splatter, reflected on their humanity, they saw 

the other. Individuals perfectly covered in the paint from head to toe, were declared 

safe. They were safe because now everyone could see their selfishness and would 

treat them accordingly. Only the Universal Creator could, and would, protect them.
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 As I write, we are at the height of a global pandemic. It's sobering to see how 

quickly it has spread. Was it just a month ago when we heard of the first case in the 

U.S? Now we have reached the millions and it's still climbing.

 There have been speculations about the timeline. No doubt many have 

repeated the same question as the Psalmist when he cried “How Long O Lord?” 

How long can this go on?

 My heart goes out to all the heroes in the medical field. I was watching a 

YouTube of a nurse just pouring her heart out about the trauma she's going through. 

Her message was a mixture of anguish and yet she resolved to continue. She was so 

vocal to God with her pleas that I also grieved with her and everyone fighting for 

their lives, everyone without a paycheck, everyone worried about their older 

relative…everyone. There are moments in every believer's life, I think, when the 

child of God has prayed the same prayer so often that in frustration has cried out to 

God, “Are you listening, God, where are you?!”

 I can relate so well to the disciples when they were riding out a storm on the 

sea of Galilee with Jesus, as recorded in Mark 4:35-41. Jesus was in the boat with 

them after a long and exhausting day. What started out to be a calm excursion to the 

other side of the sea suddenly got really scary. They were trying to control the boat 

and desperate not to shipwreck. Even through all of this, Jesus was fast asleep in 

the stern of the boat. That showed how tired he was.  At any rate, to the disciples, 

he looked like he didn't care. They rushed to wake him.
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In the Same Boat
Margaret Armanious



“Teacher, do you not care that we are perishing?” they asked (v.38).

 We wonder some of the same thing now. Doesn't he care that thousands are 

sick, and many have died? He got up and “rebuked the wind, and said to the sea, 

'Peace, Be still!', and immediately the sea of Galilee was eerie calm. Not a sound.

 I love the scripture in Colossians 1:17 that says, “For in him all things were 

created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or 

powers or rulers or authorities; all things have been created through him and for him. 

He is before all things, and in him all things hold together.”

 Or how about Isaiah 14:24, a passage that reminds us of his sovereignty:

 The Lord Almighty has sworn, “Surely, as I have planned, so it will be, and as I 

have purposed, so it will happen”.

 I keep that in mind as I watch man's futile efforts in controlling the waves we are 

trying to traverse. In fact, I had a conversation with a friend the other day and 

expressed how wonderful it would be if God suddenly commanded this virus to blow 

away. He could do that, you know. Wouldn't that bring God the glory in a big way?

We ask that question because we are in a distress, and yet there's enough 

brokenness in this world even before this happened. Jesus could have busted out of 

the clouds years ago, and we'd all have been on our knees. But just like he answered 

Job, it's not our place or within our ability to try to understand his purposes (Job 

38:2). There is one thing we are promised, and that is that he works everything out 

for the good to the believer.  Everything – in our lives, our communities, in creation.

 Romans 8:28 tells us that no matter how or when his answers to prayer comes 

about, in the end it will be for God's purpose. In other words, he promises to bring 

beauty out of the ashes to those who know him. He also promised his peace, a peace 

that transcends our circumstances (Phil. 4:7).  
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 He doesn't create evil, but he controls it for his purpose. We take comfort in 

his presence and pray for our leaders, the most vulnerable, and all in the front lines, 

knowing that God chooses when to calm the storm.

 So back to the disciples - observing their fear, Jesus addressed his disciples in 

the silence. “Why are you so afraid? Do you still have no faith?”

 The struggle was not because he didn't care. It was in a trial the disciples 

needed in order to grow spiritually, to trust in Jesus as their rescuer.

 I don't welcome adversity and if you are anything like me, will probably ask 

God if he has heard our prayers many times again. Yet I know that in many ways, 

through my own life, though the testimony of others, and through God's word, 

adversity is very often the route by which us stubborn children will grow to be more 

like him. It brings our distracted lives to the focus only he deserves and reminds us 

that this world is not our home. It reminds us of our absolute need for his mercy and 

grace, not just in the physical but ultimately in the spiritual. 

 May this be an opportunity to hold fast to him no matter how our faith is tested, 

and come out of it better equipped to help others and bolder in our faith. Through it 

all he wants us to take all our cares to him. 1 Peter 5:7 says “Cast your cares upon 

him, for he cares for you.”

 He is in the boat with us.
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ParousiaParousia
InterviewInterview
Parousia
Interview

TIJUANA L. TILLMAN
Author of From Iron to Ivory



1. YOUR MEMOIR IS AN INSPIRING ONE, AND I MUST SAY THANK YOU FOR SHARING YOUR 

STORY. WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS LARGELY RESPONSIBLE FOR MOST ABUSES TODAY?

  Thank you as well for your admiration and bravery. God's children are 

definitely fearless!!! Abuse comes in different shapes and forms, and some people 

may not even know that they've been abused until after the fact. What's important 

is to know your self worth, and as a child, that validation comes from the people 

who raise you. As an adult, self worth comes from what you've been taught, what 

you know, and what you believe. We have to be careful with what we let into our 

psyches and the psyches of our offspring.

2. YOU STARTED WHAT LOOKED LIKE AN UNFINISHED STATEMENT ABOUT YOUR FATHER, DO 

YOU MIND TELLING US A BIT ABOUT THAT, AND YOUR BACKGROUND, SOMETHING YOUR 

BOOK DIDN'T TELL US.

  Just as your mother is your key to the world, your father is your protector. 

He's also a leader and your provider. Unfortunately, those attributes aren't always 

exhibited. As a parent, establishing a close relationship with your child is 

imperative. However, not having your parents or the guidance of a parent doesn't 

mean you won't survive. 

3. THERE IS A NARRATIVE WHERE VICTIMS OF ABUSE, ESPECIALLY SEXUAL ABUSE, THINK IT IS 

THEIR FAULT, WORSE IF IT IS CONTINUOUS, WHAT CAN YOU SAY IN THIS REGARD?

  This is absolutely true, and this is also why it's important that people – 

especially children – be protected, guided, and made to feel as if they can talk to 

their elders about anything. I too blamed myself for things that happened to me 

that were not my fault. This is because I was surrounded by people who looked 

down on me; people who bullied me; and people I couldn't trust. I didn't feel as if I 

could freely express myself.
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4. YOU'RE AN ENGLISH MAJOR, WHAT INFLUENCED THIS CHOICE OF YOURS?

 I struggled in school as a child, and I wanted to be in a position to help 

people like myself. Being an English major and an English Professor is my way of 

giving back. Through my own non-profit company GrammarBELLE Tutoring, I 

tutor children and adults in reading comprehension and English grammar –along 

with the fundamentals of writing.

5. YOUR BOOK, FROM IRON TO IVORY, HAS WHAT MAY NOT BE THE MOST CONVENTIONAL 

OF WORDS, WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS DICTION?

  My words are meant to smack you in the face: to open the eyes of those 

who need it. My words are also true to where I'm from. Black girls, like myself, need 

to know the truth and to not be sold a sugar-coated dream. My text is authentic, and 

honesty's the best policy. I'm giving myself, with the hope that another black girl 

doesn't have to.

6. YOU HAVE COME A LONG WAY AS A WOMAN OF COLOR, WHAT IS YOUR DRIVING FORCE?

  God's will; self-determination; and being dealt a shitty hand of cards. 

7. PERSONALLY, FOR ME, I BELIEVE ANYONE CAN DRAW STRENGTH FROM YOUR STORY, WHY 

DECIDE TO TELL THIS STORY NOW? HOW DID YOU KNOW IT'S TIME?

  It took me years to tell my story. I was consumed with judgement, but I    

wanted to be free. So I had to face everything I'd been through, and realize that 

others are human just like me. No one's opinion truly matters because God has the 

last say so. PERIOD!

8. IF A READER CAN TAKE JUST ONE THING FROM YOUR STORY, WHAT DO YOU WANT IT TO 

BE?

 Resilience! More specially, black resilience. We, are a special kind of people!!!

9. MEMOIRS AS WE KNOW IT USUALLY START FROM THE PAST, BUT YOU STARTED YOURS AS 

A JOURNEY INTO THE PAST, IS THERE A REASON FOR THIS?

 Ingenuity!

10. ANY WORD FOR YOUR READER?

 Always be true to yourself –for you serve a greater purpose than you realize.
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ChapbookChapbook
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Interview

A.E. REIFF
Author of The True Light that Lights



1. WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO WRITE A CHAPBOOK? IS IT SOMETHING SPECIFICALLY THAT 

SPURRED YOU TO WRITE A CHAPBOOK AMONG OTHERS?

 I wanted a single publication of these poems alone.

2. MY NEXT QUESTION WILL BE, HAVE YOU ALWAYS HAD IT IN MIND THAT YOU'D WRITE A 

CHAPBOOK OR YOU STARTED WRITING SOMETHING LONGER AND ALONG THE LINE, YOU 

DECIDED TO TURN IT TO A CHAPBOOK? 

 They were always this length.

3. AMONG THE SERIES OF POEM YOU HAVE WRITTEN IN YOUR CHAPBOOK, IS THERE AN HIDDEN 

MESSAGE YOU WERE TRYING TO PASS THAT YOU WILL LOVE TO TELL US MORE ABOUT. 

PROBABLY WHY YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO WRITE THOSE SPECIFIC POEMS. 

 These poems are composed in the ballad-like forms of older traditions, like 

those sung by court bands to welcome a King, except this court is heaven and this King 

is the King of Kings and Lord of Lords. The hidden message of the True Light that 

Lights is conveyed by the images of flowers, plants, stars and creation as they 

participate in the song of their embassy of the King.

4. AFTER THIS CHAPBOOK, DO YOU STILL HAVE IT IN MIND TO PUBLISH A FULL LENGTH 

MANUSCRIPT? AND WHEN SHOULD WE BE EXPECTING IT? 

 In due course
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5. I'M SURE SOME OF OUR ASPIRING AUTHORS WILL LOVE TO KNOW THIS. HOW MANY TIMES DID 

YOU SUBMIT THIS CHAPBOOK MANUSCRIPT OR SOME OTHER FULL LENGTH MANUSCRIPT 

BEFORE FINALLY GETTING IT PUBLISHED NOW? HOW MANY CHAPBOOK COMPETITIONS HAVE 

YOU ENTERED? DID YOU GET LUCKY THE FIRST TIME? 

 The True Light that Lights was only submitted to Parousia in response to its 

appropriate call. I have submitted other collections elsewhere since.

6. APART FROM THE PUBLICATION BY THE PUBLISHER, WHAT STEP DO YOU TAKE TO MAKE SURE 

YOUR BOOK GET OUT THERE? 

 I informed all the social media and personal contacts.

7. SO FAR HOW HAS THE EXPERIENCE BEEN? RECEIVING THE EMAIL THAT YOU WERE CHOSEN, 

REALISING THAT YOU'D HAVE A CHAPBOOK TO YOUR NAME? AND WHAT DO YOU INTEND TO DO 

AFTER NOW? 

 I thank Parousia’s efforts in the various stages of publication. I intend to continue 

writing and publishing as opportunities present.
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ChapbookChapbook
InterviewInterview
Chapbook
Interview

R. Bremner
Author of Walking on the Beach



1. WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO WRITE A CHAPBOOK? IS IT SOMETHING SPECIFICALLY THAT 

SPURRED YOU TO WRITE A CHAPBOOK AMONG OTHERS?

 I had written a number of poems which all had an underlying theme. Two of them 

were written many years ago, the rest came after a change in my life that spurred me 

to write them. One day, it occurred to me that these poems all fit together in a 

chapbook-sized project.

2. MY NEXT QUESTION WILL BE, HAVE YOU ALWAYS HAD IT IN MIND THAT YOU'D WRITE A 

CHAPBOOK OR YOU STARTED WRITING SOMETHING LONGER AND ALONG THE LINE, YOU 

DECIDED TO TURN IT TO A CHAPBOOK? 

 Rather than starting with the idea of a chapbook, I realized that I had enough 

poems with a common theme to make a strong chapbook.

3. AMONG THE SERIES OF POEM YOU HAVE WRITTEN IN YOUR CHAPBOOK, IS THERE AN HIDDEN 

MESSAGE YOU WERE TRYING TO PASS THAT YOU WILL LOVE TO TELL US MORE ABOUT. 

PROBABLY WHY YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO WRITE THOSE SPECIFIC POEMS. 

Yes, the message is that Jesus is there in every aspect of our lives, even those which 

seem unlikely.

4. AFTER THIS CHAPBOOK, DO YOU STILL HAVE IT IN MIND TO PUBLISH A FULL LENGTH 

MANUSCRIPT? AND WHEN SHOULD WE BE EXPECTING IT? 

 No, I may well write more poems with a Christian theme, but I don't plan to 

expand this chapbook.
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5. I'M SURE SOME OF OUR ASPIRING AUTHORS WILL LOVE TO KNOW THIS. HOW MANY TIMES DID 

YOU SUBMIT THIS CHAPBOOK MANUSCRIPT OR SOME OTHER FULL LENGTH MANUSCRIPT 

BEFORE FINALLY GETTING IT PUBLISHED NOW? HOW MANY CHAPBOOK COMPETITIONS HAVE 

YOU ENTERED? DID YOU GET LUCKY THE FIRST TIME? 

 Considering the subject matter and the theme of this chapbook, I did not think 

most publishers would have interest. As I recall, Parousia was the first publisher I 

reached out to.

6. APART FROM THE PUBLICATION BY THE PUBLISHER, WHAT STEP DO YOU TAKE TO MAKE SURE 

YOUR BOOK GET OUT THERE? 

 Since I trust this publisher implicitly, I have left that to the publisher.

7. SO FAR HOW HAS THE EXPERIENCE BEEN? RECEIVING THE EMAIL THAT YOU WERE CHOSEN, 

REALISING THAT YOU'D HAVE A CHAPBOOK TO YOUR NAME? AND WHAT DO YOU INTEND TO DO 

AFTER NOW? 

 The experience has been great. It's been a great moment in my life.  I have 

informed many friends of the book's availability, including one who is a minister. I know 

they will spread the word about the book.
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Chapbook
Interview

OLUWAFEMI OLATOKUN
Author of Vote for Jesus



1. WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO WRITE A CHAPBOOK? IS IT SOMETHING SPECIFICALLY THAT 

SPURRED YOU TO WRITE A CHAPBOOK AMONG OTHERS?

 Let me start by saying I never had the intention of writing a chapbook. Yes. As an 

author, I don't usually look at the finished product. My intention is always geared 

towards giving the required attention to each inspiration as they come. In this case, I 

was encouraged to put 'Vote for Jesus' together by Parousia Magazine itself.

2. MY NEXT QUESTION WILL BE, HAVE YOU ALWAYS HAD IT IN MIND THAT YOU'D WRITE A 

CHAPBOOK OR YOU STARTED WRITING SOMETHING LONGER AND ALONG THE LINE, YOU 

DECIDED TO TURN IT TO A CHAPBOOK? 

 As I said earlier, I never did. My intention was to publish a full-length poetry book 

but I turned it into a chapbook for the sake of entering this particular chapbook 

contest and as God would have it, I submitted the very last day and my book still made 

it to the final. This is miraculous and I am more than excited.

3. AMONG THE SERIES OF POEM YOU HAVE WRITTEN IN YOUR CHAPBOOK, IS THERE AN HIDDEN 

MESSAGE YOU WERE TRYING TO PASS THAT YOU WILL LOVE TO TELL US MORE ABOUT. 

PROBABLY WHY YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO WRITE THOSE SPECIFIC POEMS. 

   Perhaps, this is the best interview question I have ever encountered in my life and I feel this is 

from God Himself. The first burning issue I will like to draw attention to is that of the parallel drawn 

between the end of the world and that of the two cities of Sodom and Gomorrah in 'The Two 

Witnesses.' My joy will know no bound if just somebody out there can actually read between the lines 

and see beyond the lies of our modern advancement on issues. Em... the so-called advancement will 

lead to nothing but doom just as we have it in the case of the cities I just mentioned. You will notice 

that the two cities were at the peak of their civilization and they were at peace when their 

destruction came and only the righteous were saved and so shall it be at the end of this dispensation.
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4. AFTER THIS CHAPBOOK, DO YOU STILL HAVE IT IN MIND TO PUBLISH A FULL LENGTH 

MANUSCRIPT? AND WHEN SHOULD WE BE EXPECTING IT? 

 Thanks for this question. My collection of poetry, 'Reorientation' will be 

published any moment now and I also have no option but to publish many more and 

this should be expected by my readers in the first quarter of 2021.

5. I'M SURE SOME OF OUR ASPIRING AUTHORS WILL LOVE TO KNOW THIS. HOW MANY TIMES 

DID YOU SUBMIT THIS CHAPBOOK MANUSCRIPT OR SOME OTHER FULL LENGTH MANUSCRIPT 

BEFORE FINALLY GETTING IT PUBLISHED NOW? HOW MANY CHAPBOOK COMPETITIONS HAVE 

YOU ENTERED? DID YOU GET LUCKY THE FIRST TIME? 

 In the case of 'Vote for Jesus', I got lucky the very first time and I shall forever 

remain grateful to Parousia Magazine for this. Having said that, it would be dishonest 

of me not to confess that publishing is almost as difficult as going to heaven. Yes. 

Haha! I have had my fair deal of rejections and at least I have been experiencing 

nothing less than fifteen rejections on a yearly basis for the past ten years or so to 

say. I was in the secondary school when I finished my first two manuscripts in 1997 

and I have tasted how difficult it is to get published and I am glad that things are 

getting better due to the internet now. Above all, aspiring authors should not be 

discouraged at all but they should continue to sharpen their skills and they should 

also avoid the urge to publish their works prematurely.

Wait... Please do not get me wrong, this message is from God Himself. Also, this cryptic message 

can only be discovered by those who are ready to vote for Jesus and I also want people to 

know that powers will change hands and even government will change, but the satisfaction we 

are looking for can only be brought by the kingdom of Christ and I also want Christians out there 

to worship with more humility and to listen more to the voice of God the same way we want 

Him to listen to our many prayers. And above it, God's name should always be praised no matter 

the situations we find ourselves.
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6. APART FROM THE PUBLICATION BY THE PUBLISHER, WHAT STEP DO YOU TAKE TO MAKE 

SURE YOUR BOOK GET OUT THERE? 

 Awesome is the least word I can employ to state how I feel. Honestly, others may see it as 

just a chapbook, but to me it is one of the very greatest books out there. It is not about length but 

the quality and the message. And is there a greater message out there than canvassing for Jesus? 

This will definitely encourage me to write more Christian and spiritual poems. Thanks. I consider 

this an honour.

7. SO FAR HOW HAS THE EXPERIENCE BEEN? RECEIVING THE EMAIL THAT YOU WERE CHOSEN, 

REALISING THAT YOU'D HAVE A CHAPBOOK TO YOUR NAME? AND WHAT DO YOU INTEND TO 

DO AFTER NOW? 

 I thank Parousia’s efforts in the various stages of publication. I intend to 

continue writing and publishing as opportunities present.
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ChapbookChapbook
InterviewInterview
Chapbook
Interview

DANIEL SINGFURI YOHANNA
Author of Heaven’s Gate and Other Poems



1. WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO WRITE A CHAPBOOK? IS IT SOMETHING SPECIFICALLY THAT 

SPURRED YOU TO WRITE A CHAPBOOK AMONG OTHERS?

 Well, let me borrow the words of wisdom from Late Prof. Chinua Achebe to 

express myself to you about what spurred me to write a chapbook. He said that a 

man who calls his kinsmen to a feast does not do so to redeem them from starving. 

They all have food in their own houses. When we gather in the moonlight at village 

ground, it is not because of the moon. Every man can see it in his own compound. We 

come together because it is good for kinsmen to do so. 

2. MY NEXT QUESTION WILL BE, HAVE YOU ALWAYS HAD IT IN MIND THAT YOU'D 

WRITE A CHAPBOOK OR YOU STARTED WRITING SOMETHING LONGER AND 

ALONG THE LINE, YOU DECIDED TO TURN IT TO A CHAPBOOK? 

 Actually, at first I was working on two insightful collection of poems titled "A 

Portriat Of Aisha" and "Sambisa And Other Poems", when I came across this 

breathtaking anthology "A Country Of Broken Boys" (Boys Are Not Stones II) that 

was published by Poemify Publishers & ACEworld. I loved it and wanted something 

like that, so I contacted a good friend of mine, sage Sa'id  Sa'ad Abukakar (an award 

winning essayist) and asked him a few questions about chapbooks. He guided me on 

how to come up with a chapbook, then I wrote one when I saw your call for entry and 

here we are today with my chapbook "Heaven's Gate And Other Poems".
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 In a nutshell, what spurred me to write a chapbook among others is the way 

the youths of the 21st century are suffering without knowing the root of their 

agony, so I felt that a chapbook could be something that I should give them as a 

lead to the path to liberty for them to take and liberate themselves.
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3. AMONG THE SERIES OF POEM YOU HAVE WRITTEN IN YOUR CHAPBOOK, IS THERE AN 

HIDDEN MESSAGE YOU WERE TRYING TO PASS THAT YOU WILL LOVE TO TELL US MORE ABOUT. 

PROBABLY WHY YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO WRITE THOSE SPECIFIC POEMS. 

   Sure,  each poem depicts what I have seen in Nigeria: the unfulfilled campaign 

promises made by our ambassadors of poverty that still lingers on our minds, the life 

of the hungry masses, the sleepless nights accompanied with sounds of guns, RPG, 

jets etc that the broken people of Borno and I have witnessed. I also used my poems 

to paint the current structure of Nigeria and how we should hold on to God for 

salvation.

 
4. AFTER THIS CHAPBOOK, DO YOU STILL HAVE IT IN MIND TO PUBLISH A FULL LENGTH 
MANUSCRIPT? AND WHEN SHOULD WE BE EXPECTING IT? 

 Smile. Yes of course. I have two collections of poems titled "A Portrait Of 

Aisha," and "Sambisa And Other Poems" you should expect it in the mid of the year 

2021 by the grace of God. 

5. I'M SURE SOME OF OUR ASPIRING AUTHORS WILL LOVE TO KNOW THIS. HOW MANY TIMES 

DID YOU SUBMIT THIS CHAPBOOK MANUSCRIPT OR SOME OTHER FULL LENGTH MANUSCRIPT 

BEFORE FINALLY GETTING IT PUBLISHED NOW? HOW MANY CHAPBOOK COMPETITIONS HAVE 

YOU ENTERED? DID YOU GET LUCKY THE FIRST TIME? 

 Heaven's Gate And Other Poems hasn't tested rejection, I  wrote and submitted it when I 

saw your chapbook call for submission. 

Wait... Please do not get me wrong, this message is from God Himself. Also, this cryptic message 

can only be discovered by those who are ready to vote for Jesus and I also want people to 

know that powers will change hands and even government will change, but the satisfaction we 

are looking for can only be brought by the kingdom of Christ and I also want Christians out there 

to worship with more humility and to listen more to the voice of God the same way we want 

Him to listen to our many prayers. And above it, God's name should always be praised no matter 

the situations we find ourselves.
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As for other full length manuscript, yes it has been rejected more than four times, 

but it has never tempered my zeal from trying harder, rather it serves as a stepping 

stone. Furthermore, I am still receiving a lot of rejection letters from publishers 

that felt my works are too juicy and shouldn't go into the market for now.  Smile. I 

wasn't lucky at first, until  the Parousia Chapbook competition that came by as a 

spring water and changed the whole narrative.

6. APART FROM THE PUBLICATION BY THE PUBLISHER, WHAT STEP DO YOU TAKE TO MAKE 

SURE YOUR BOOK GET OUT THERE? 

 I use my facebook page, twitter handle and instagram account. 

7. SO FAR HOW HAS THE EXPERIENCE BEEN? RECEIVING THE EMAIL THAT YOU WERE CHOSEN, 

REALISING THAT YOU'D HAVE A CHAPBOOK TO YOUR NAME? AND WHAT DO YOU INTEND TO 

DO AFTER NOW? 

 At first I thought it was a dream, but when I posted the good news on my 

facebook page and I saw the way family and friends were congratulating me, I felt all 

their goodwill messages down to my spine.  It was indeed a glorious moment to 

remember. Well, after now I intend to encourage young writers to never give up on 

their dreams, and again I will write a chapbook dedicating it to my Late Brother 

Joseph Yohanna (Da Preacher); a fine gospel artist that left me down here in this 
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